Outstanding Photos of 2015

Dynamic and colorful images have been a hallmark of *Code One* throughout its history. The magazine’s exceptional access to the units that fly Lockheed Martin aircraft has resulted in images that haven’t been seen anywhere else. In addition to our staff and company photographers, the magazine has regularly *showcased the work* of world-renowned freelance shooters and hundreds of military photographers who have documented daily operations that are often in hazardous locations.

SEE DYNAMIC AND COLORFUL AVIATION PHOTOS
F-35C Developmental Test Phase 2

The F-35C Carrier Suitability Test Team deployed aboard the USS *Dwight D. Eisenhower* (CVN-69) for Developmental Test Phase Two (DT-II) in October 2015.

From the Archives: The Four Horsemen

The Four Horsemen were the world's only four engine per aircraft demo team. Flying four C-130As in close formation, the team would perform a number of maneuvers over a twenty-three minute airshow that closed with a bomb burst -- or as the team called it, Horseman Burst.

A Big Pen to Replace: Editor Eric Hehs Retires

Eric Hehs retired as the editor of *Code One* on 2 February 2016 after nearly twenty-nine years with the company and twenty-seven years with the magazine. Post *Code One*, he plans to spend time preserving aviation history and pitching feature articles on various topics, including aviation.

NEWS ITEMS

- T-50A For APT
- First Transatlantic Crossing Off To A Flying Start
- Raptors At Osan
- VX-30 Viking Departure

Follow *Code One* on Facebook and Twitter: